World Languages Textbook Information
Information about Nexos

LAN009 – LAN016 use Nexos, published by Cengage Publishing. It comes with a Student Activities Manual and access to the Premium Website which contains grammar tutorials, flash cards, audio and video programs, which can be used on your computer or downloaded into MP3 or a CD.

By special arrangement with Cengage, Nexos is divided into 3 volumes expressly for Montgomery College. Each volume contains both the textbook and the Student Activities Manual. These custom-bound volumes are available only at Montgomery College.

Noting that all quality textbooks are expensive, in order to comply with Montgomery College’s Textbook Affordability Policy, we are pleased that this textbook is available in several additional formats:

Go to http://www.cengagebrain.com. On this site you may:
• buy the textbook*
• rent the textbook (and yes, you return it when you are finished)
• buy an eBook
• buy individual chapters
• buy the Premium website to accompany the textbook.*

*PLEASE NOTE: the alternative methods of purchase through Cengage do not include the Student Activities Manual or Premium website access. The Activities Manual is an integral part of your course studies. Also, if you choose to purchase your book from an online vendor, you will probably not be able to get the Activities Manual, and definitely not the website access.

Nexos is now in the 3rd Edition. Not many changes have occurred with the new edition. The grammar sections and exercises are the same as the 2nd edition throughout the book. The main changes are in the opening pages of each chapter, videos and readings (all to do with the cultural side of learning the language). If you have the 2nd edition, you should be fine keeping and using that edition. You may notice differences in page numbers and some exercises and you will need to be flexible if you decide to use the 2nd edition.

Still have questions: contact Martha Price, Program Director, 240-567-5515, martha.price@montgomerycollege.edu